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Target audience: MR scientists, clinicians and clinical scientists. 
Introduction and Purpose: Renal tissue hypoxia is a key element in the pathophysiology of x-ray contrast media 
(CM) induced acute kidney injury. This hypothesis is based upon a number of animal studies that used ‘gold 
standard’ physiological invasive techniques (PHYSIOL) to assess regional renal oxygenation and tissue perfusion.1 
A shortcoming of these techniques is their inability to provide sufficient spatial coverage of the kidney. Parametric 
MRI (T2* mapping) offers a non-invasive approach to probe renal oxygenation and previous studies have 
confirmed that CM administration affects renal T2* (R2*).2,3 Yet, T2* only provides an imperfect surrogate for 
quantitative measures of tissue oxygenation and there is some discrepancy between the reported CM effects on T2* 
and on tissue pO2. 3 Since the link between renal tissue pO2 and T2* is influenced by numerous effects (e.g. 
changes in vascular and/or tubular volume fractions, shift of oxygenated hemoglobin (Hb) dissociation curve),4,5 
the unambiguous physiological interpretation of the renal T2*-response to iodixanol demands further detailing with 
quantitative methods. Bridging the gap between tissue pO2 (PHYSIOL) and T2* (MRI), near-infrared spectroscopy 
(NIRS) provides access to the total Hb concentration per tissue volume and the oxygen saturation of Hb (StO2) – 
parameters that are crucial for interpretation of renal T2*. We studied the effects of intra-arterial injection of 
iodixanol, a high viscosity x-ray CM, by combining data obtained from MRI, NIRS and PHYSIOL.  
Materials and Methods: Three cohorts of male Wistar rats were anesthetized (urethane, 20%, 6 ml/kg BM i.p.), 
catheterized for administration of CM (into left common carotid artery) and underwent either MRI, PHYSIOL or 
NIRS. Following baseline measurements, CM (1.5 ml Iodixanol, 320 mg iodine/ml) was injected and 
measurements were continued for up to 1 hour. MRI: images were acquired on a 9.4T MR system (Bruker, 
Germany) using a 4-element RX surface RF coil array and a TX volume RF coil. T2* mapping was performed with 
multi-echo gradient echo imaging (TR=50ms, TE=1.43-20.69 ms), in a coronal oblique slice (in plane resolution 
(230x230)μm2, slice thickness 1.4 mm). A rectangular frame manually drawn around the kidney, was used for 
semi-automated placement of ROIs at predefined relative positions, as well as for quantifying kidney size.6 NIRS: 
The time-domain NIRS setup7 used three picosecond diode lasers with emission wavelengths of 690, 800, and 830 
nm. The fiber probe consisted of one source fiber and four detection fibers (200 μm core diameter, source-detector 
separation 2, 4, 6 and 8 mm) arranged linearly. The detection fibers collected diffusely reflected light that was 
recorded by cooled photomultipliers with GaAs photocathode time-correlated single photon counting. Hb 
concentration per tissue volume and StO2 were derived with a Monte Carlo model simulating spatially-resolved 
diffuse reflectance as a function of absorption and scattering coefficient. PHYSIOL: Arterial blood pressure (ABP) 
was monitored with a femoral artery catheter. A combined laser-Doppler-flux- and pO2-quenching-probe 
(OxyFlo/OxyLite, Oxford Optronics, UK) was inserted into the renal cortex with the tip 1.5 mm below the renal 
capsule. Cortical conductance values (the inverse of resistance) were calculated by dividing flux data by the ABP. 

Results: Administration of iodixanol resulted in a transient increase in renal T2* (early phase; Fig.1.) of up to 20% 
in the cortex (Fig.2 top). Approximately 25 min after CM administration (late phase), the initial change in T2* was 
followed by a sustained decrease to about 10% below baseline level. In contrast, cortical tissue pO2 displayed an 
immediate and more pronounced decrease (about 40%; Fig.2 bottom). Cortical vascular conductance paralleled 
tissue pO2 and dropped quickly post CM administration by about 30%. CM led to marked swelling of the kidneys 
(maximum increase of 7%), which remained throughout the observation period. NIRS demonstrated in the early 
phase a rapid decrease of Hb per tissue volume to about 75% of baseline in the initial 3 min after CM 
administration, thereafter slowly recovering to baseline level within 30 min. Cortical O2 saturation of Hb obtained 
from NIRS showed a transient dip within the initial 5 min, followed by a brief plateau at baseline level and 
subsequent steady decrease towards 96% at 60 min post CM. 

Discussion and Conclusions: Intra-arterial bolus administration of iodixanol, emulating the clinical percutaneous 
cardiac interventions, induced in the late phase a cortical T2*-reduction that agrees with low renal oxygenation 
indicated by a reduced blood StO2 and tissue pO2. In the early phase, however, renal cortical T2* reflected neither 
blood nor tissue oxygenation. This mismatch between T2* and tissue pO2 changes can be attributed, at least in part, 
to a decrease in the vascular volume fraction, which raises T2*. Hb-per-tissue-volume data obtained by NIRS 
corroborate a substantial decrease in vascular volume fraction. CM-induced high tubular fluid viscosity results in 
increased intra-tubular pressure, which distends the tubules and compresses intra-renal vessels. The marked 
swelling of the kidney upon CM administration (Fig.2) most likely reflects the distension of tubules. Another 
mechanism contributing to the decrease in vascular fraction is vasoconstriction as indicated by the reduction in 
cortical vascular conductance. This work yielded several insights: i) iodixanol effects must be divided into an early 
phase (first 25 min) and late phase; ii) in the early phase renal T2* is dominated by changes in vascular volume 
fraction, induced by an increase in tubular volume fraction and by vasoconstriction; iii) in the late phase T2* 
reflects the modest decrease in oxygen saturation of Hb (StO2); iv) cortical T2* and StO2 both grossly underestimate CM-induced intra-renal tissue hypoxia. NIRS-
derived physiological parameters closed the gap between MRI and PHYSIOL and permitted establishing the relations of T2*, StO2, vascular volume fraction, and tissue 
pO2. Conjoining T2*-mapping with NIRS and PHYSIOL greatly improved the insight into renal oxygenation and hemodynamics. Future simultaneous acquisition of all 
these renal parameters by extending the MR-PHYSIOL6,8 approach to incorporate NIRS may aid with the much-needed calibration of renal T2* measurements.  
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Figure 1: Renal T2* maps of a rat, acquired before and 
after administration of iodixanol. 

Figure 2: Time courses showing the effect of iodixanol
injection on 6 renal parameters (mean±SEM from 
cohorts of 10 to 13 animals) derived from parametric 
MRI (T2*, kidney size; top), NIRS (total Hb per tissue 
volume, StO2; center), and PHYSIOL (tissue pO2, 
vascular conductance; bottom). 
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